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The brutality of racial discrimination propelled by the state, through practices such
as redlining, restrictive covenants, and iterations of urban renewal, has driven racial
segregation in cities throughout America’s history. The effects of this segregation
have been chronicled at various points for over a century (see DuBois in the
seminal The Philadelphia Negro and Woodson’s The Mis-Education of the Negro),
and the contemporary consequences range from inadequate schooling, to food
insecurity, to substandard housing. Along with other environmental factors, and in
concert with economic and psychosocial considerations, these factors have severe
public health consequences for Black Americans, who consequently suffer from
shortened life expectancies across all age ranges, compared to white counterparts
(Cunningham et al. 2017). Central to propelling racial inequality has been public
policy, which in various incarnations has placed a premium on racial exclusion
and isolation (Coates 2014). Whether it be through cities’ use of red-lining to
perpetuate segregation, racist transportation policies that isolate and underserve
low-income communities (Stone 1989), or urban renewal leading to increasingly
marginalized and disenfranchised urbanites (Wilson 1987), dedicated forces used
to push disadvantaged groups to the socioeconomic margins have continually
isolated African Americans and other marginalized populations, producing
harmful intergenerational consequences. It is vital that attempts to ameliorate
socioeconomic, health, and environmental inequality in cities recognize the racial
components at the root of many dilemmas; thus, environmental sustainability
initiatives are a critical player in this equation.
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This chapter explores the challenges and contradictions facing cities as
they simultaneously purport to advance pro-environmental and community
agendas, while engaging in economic development strategies that propel
corporate interests. While many distressed communities are in or adjacent to
areas targeted for redevelopment, the plights of residents are often not central
to strategies, thus further driving marginalization. This research features a case
study evaluating the Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta, Georgia, completed
in 2017, exploring possible threats to the potential for just sustainabilities
(Agyeman 2013) in urban practice when prerequisite attention and deference is
not given to deep understandings of environmental and racial justice that affect
procedural concerns. As a result, marginalized communities’ interests are placed
in direct conflict with the politics and practices of urban economic development.
Agyeman notes that cities, subject to the colonizing force of Western capitalism,
face threats from “the increasing privatization of public spaces” (2013: 99). In
order to evaluate the potential for just sustainabilities, it is necessary to evaluate
planning dynamics to gauge the potential for equitable sustainability planning.
Hence, we evaluate the Mercedes Benz Stadium project, which has been
propelled by hundreds of millions of public dollars, and explores the potential
contradictions pertaining to environmentally sustainability as it embodies the
hyper-replacement model, all while boosting sustainability credentials (including
LEED Platinum certification, solar PV and electric vehicle charging, and rainwater
capture capacity) as it replaces a facility whose useful life, structurally, was far from
exhaustion.

City on the Ascent and Underlying Conditions

Bl

Since the 1980s, Atlanta, Georgia, has emerged as the South’s epicenter of
commerce, a global tourist destination, and home to a number of the nation’s
most prominent corporations (including several Fortune 100 companies). With
an exploding regional population that added on average over 77,000 residents
annually between 1990 and 2010 (Atlanta Regional Commission 2014), the
consequences of uneven development and consequential sprawl have become
synonymous with the region.
As a bustling hub for jobs and home to a swelling population, largely
autocentric development has created a host of issues for the region, ranging
from environmental threats (including air quality issues and deforestation), to
housing and residential segregation, to educational disparities (Bullard, Johnson,
& Torres 2000). Much of the region’s working (and playing) population is bound
by automobile to get from suburban areas into job and entertainment districts,
mostly located within city limits or elsewhere inside the perimeter of the I-285
corridor, the interstate that encircles the city and surrounding urbanized suburbs.
Of the over 4.2 million people that live in the 10-county metropolitan area, less
than 40 percent inhabit Fulton and DeKalb Counties (the two counties in which
Atlanta is contained) and only 10 percent of all metropolitan residents reside
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in Atlanta (Atlanta Regional Commission 2014). As the region’s population
has grown, racialized housing patterns have persisted from earlier decades. For
example, between 2000 and 2010, counties adding African American populations
mostly lost white population, as the inner-core suburban counties became more
African American, while whites congregated to the region’s outer-counties
(Pooley 2015). This contemporary urban/suburban and racial dichotomy has
also been characteristic of historic divides that have played out in a number
of contexts, including politics around mass transit siting (Stone 1989), which
saw several counties rejecting interconnectivity over the decades. This would
ultimately factor into one of the most significant, yet unsung, toxic air crises in
US history, as Atlanta holds the distinction of being the first city in the nation’s
history to lose federal highway funding because of air toxicity (Shrouds 2000).
The city only recently reached compliance with the 1997 ozone standards of
84 ppb, by coming in at 80 ppb some sixteen years later. Due to federal cuts,
numerous highway projects were sacked, with the loss of hundreds of millions
of dollars in federal funds. Nearly two decades later, asthma-involved emergency
room visits for children in metro Atlanta are among the highest in the state, with
Black boys under the age of five as the state’s most vulnerable population (Annor
et al. 2015). The lack of foresight in planning over decades and a strong legacy of
pro-growth policies all scaffolded by racial politics have resulted in geographic
racial disparities, which have limited the potential for just sustainabilities in the
contemporary urban space (Agyeman 2013). Black Americans in urban America
have been subject to a litany of racist activities, including redlining policies by
the Home Owners Loan Corporation in the 1930s, racial covenants in home
deeds restricting sales to African American buyers, and the Realtor Code of
Ethics, which declared, “A Realtor should never be instrumental in introducing
into a neighborhood a character of property or occupancy, members of any race
or nationality, or any individuals whose presence will clearly be detrimental
to property values in that neighborhood” (National Association of Real Estate
Boards 1924). The legacies of the above all inform contemporary urban life in
cities across the nation.
The toxic air conditions in metro Atlanta have significant public health
consequences, particularly for populations with respiratory vulnerabilities. In
2010, just two of Atlanta’s hospitals alone had over 500 ER visits related directly to
smog (Henderson 2006; Williams 2013). Going back to 1996, the CDC identified
that during the Olympic Games (with its reduced traffic volumes due to city
regulations restricting traffic) daily ozone reductions decreased by nearly 28 percent
(falling from 81.3 ppb to 58.6 ppb) corresponding with a 22.5 percent decrease in
morning rush hour traffic. During this same window, asthma acute care events
related hospitalizations dropped by over 41 percent (Friedman et al. 2001).1 The
racial implications of asthma-related visits during this era were profound. Black
children accounted for over two-thirds of all asthma-related pediatric emergency
room visits in Atlanta, but less than half of all emergency room hospitalizations
(Tolbert et al. 2000). Perhaps the most alarming consequences of public health
disparities are life expectancy gaps across adjacent neighborhoods, which in
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Atlanta are as large as thirteen years between some inner-city communities
(Minyard et al. 2016). This distressing gulf warrants attention from not only public
health officials but also urbanists, planners, and developers, as these parties have
all historically contributed to driving health, economic, and political disparities.
The Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA), created to combat
Atlanta’s transportation and air quality issues, declares its mission is “to reduce
congestion and improve mobility” while operating “high-quality, efficient regional
commuter services” and creating “a lean responsive state transportation authority
working to improve Georgia’s world-class transportation network” (GRTA 2017).
Conspicuously absent from this mission are public health concerns, which are
ironically not essential to the agency’s charge.
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As stadium financing is increasingly backed by public investment (Berkeley
Economic Review 2019), it is imperative to explore the economic rationale
that supporters champion. In addition, as Atlanta’s stadium is touted for its
environmental credentials, a critique of the facility from an environmental
sustainability lens is appropriate, especially given the areas’ high rates of pollution.
While supporters have argued that the Atlanta facility has the capacity to spur
economic development (Reed 2017), the shortening life span of facilities, generally,
along with the potential for displacement and gentrification, presents challenges
for municipalities to promote and deliver just and sustainable development.
Furthermore, threats to procedural justice, in which projects are seemingly fasttracked without ample public review, undermine democratic processes in urban
planning, further reducing the potential for just sustainabilities.
While this work examines a twenty-first-century sports venue and its
environmental, economic, and equity consequences, Atlanta’s pursuit of sports
facilities to create jobs and spur economic growth has a multigenerational history.
Indeed, a major part of making Atlanta a “national city” was former mayor
Ivan Allen’s pursuit of major-league sports teams (Stone 1989). Just prior to his
initial mayoral run in the early 1960s, Allen, then head of the City’s Chamber of
Commerce, developed a six-pronged program for redevelopment that embodied
urban renewal: constructing expressways, constructing rapid-transit, acquiring
professional baseball, setting up civic centers, and city advertising (Keating 2001).
This required infrastructure and investment in the form of stadiums and arenas
to accommodate sporting events. Atlanta has engaged in venue construction for
multiple sports since the city lured the Atlanta Braves from Milwaukee in the
1950s. The impetus for a baseball facility was perhaps the capstone project of the
earlier rounds of post–Second World War urban renewal.
The pursuit of public sporting events and facilities is not a uniquely Atlanta
(or even American) venture (Zimbalist 2015)—and the social ills associated with
high-profile venues are ubiquitous, ranging from bribery to secure Olympic games,
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to alleged slave labor used in the construction of World Cup facilities, along with
relocation-driven extortion that is seemingly omnipresent in cities around the
United States as team owners vie for publicly financed sports facilities which often
pits municipalities against one another (Longman 2000; Waldron 2012; Pattisson
2013). This creates a paradox in which, though facilities are ostensibly public
goods, the anti-democratic means involved in finance and construction highlight
the internally flawed logic behind many of these ventures.
A key part in Atlanta’s public development face has been the city’s willingness
to remove the (perceived) unsightly—including peoples, both poor and
homeless—and a semiotics built on image (Whitelegg 2000). This erasure
incapacitates problem residents from the experiences of urban dreams related to
economic expansion. Further, it is indicative of the tensions involved in municipal
planning that places urban growth and development in direct opposition to
human security and dignity by means of erasure. Atlanta has also criminalized
homelessness in other contexts, including (argued in the name of public safety)
via anti-panhandling, loitering, and drunkenness ordinances acutely enforced in
business and tourism districts (Stone 1989). Though often touted by members of
the local growth machine (including municipal economic development agencies,
businesses, and politicians) as vehicles to improve housing stock and create muchneeded jobs, Whitelegg (2000) alternatively views the pursuit of public sporting
venues as part of a deep-seated insecurity within metro Atlanta’s leadership which
seeks to position itself as an international city, on par with the likes of New York
and Chicago.
Atlanta’s pursuit of the 1996 Olympics was viewed as a panacea for multiple
social ills; the space and construction needs of the project (along with subsequent
ventures and attitudes) necessitated the dispersal of 1,000 homeless residents—and
in the Olympics’ case over seventy local businesses and four shelters (Whitelegg
2000). An instrumental feature in this ensemble was the notorious one-way bus
tickets to leave town that many homeless Atlantans received around the time of the
Olympic Games, accompanied by the requisite documents stating that they would
not return. Also noteworthy is that even though Atlanta has continuously made
efforts to support downtown tourism since the time of urban renewal’s heyday, with
projects including the long-troubled festive marketplace Underground Atlanta, it
has consistently failed to become a mainstream attraction for commerce and retail.
Holliman (2009) noted the city “had unilaterally emphasized white downtown
business expansion even as white tourists and shoppers alike continued to abandon
downtown” (370). Over the last decade, as Georgia State University has morphed
from a largely commuter school in the 1990s to one of the largest universities in
the nation, with a substantial imprint in Downtown, the characteristics of the
neighborhood have changed to complement expansion. The dorm-based student
population more than doubled between 2007 and 2017, ultimately accommodating
5,300 students. This is in addition to private development projects, which, while
catering to students, have consequently changed the profile of Downtown Atlanta
(Sinderman 2017).
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In 2012 it was announced that the then-twenty-year-old Georgia Dome would be
demolished by 2017 and replaced by an adjacent facility, now known as MercedesBenz Stadium (MBS). The project courted controversy, particularly among
nearby residents who felt disenfranchised from the decision-making process
and those who had serious questions about the financial soundness of building
a new stadium. There have been broken promises from similar efforts in the past
(including Turner Field across town and the Georgia Dome itself) and the dearth
of transparency and community involvement involved in the process. The impetus
for MBS originated largely from Arthur Blank, cofounder of Home Depot and
owner of the Atlanta Falcons. Because of the push from Blank and other members
of the growth machine, and a perceived rubber stamp from city government, the
project was fast-tracked for development, to the consternation of local groups,
thus prompting a lawsuit2 in which local residents challenged the legality of $200+
million in public financing via hotel tax bonds. A county Superior Court judge
rejected the lawsuit and the issue was appealed to the State’s Supreme Court, which
ultimately backed the city’s bond financing scheme.
MBS can accommodate up to 75,000 spectators and is located on the southern
tip of the Georgia World Congress Center (GWCC), adjacent to the Vine City and
English Avenue neighborhoods, both of which are predominantly Black and have
not excelled during Atlanta’s economic boom over the last several decades. When
the proposal for a new stadium was introduced, two sites in the stadium district
were offered as tenable: one site on the north side of the GWCC, which would have
bordered a largely white middle-class neighborhood, and the ultimately chosen
south side location. The latter, located on the edge of a Black and economically
distressed community, was considered optimal by developers partly because of
its unobstructed view of the Downtown skyline. This site, which was chosen after
a short but inflammatory process of protests and community pushback, set off
a wave of community demonstrations, the aforementioned lawsuit, and press
conferences to articulate the detachment from the planning process that many
residents felt.

Souled Out
The buying of property from, and subsequent demolitions, of two historically
African American churches is perhaps the most lingering concern associated with
MBS. Friendship Baptist and Mount Vernon Baptist, both over 100 years old, with
the former dating back to the mid-nineteenth century, became involved in separate
negotiations with the city and the Georgia World Congress Center respectively, to
sell the churches’ properties, which were ultimately sold for a collective $34 million
through a combination of funds from the state and the Atlanta Falcons (Leslie
2013; Stafford 2013). Then-Mayor Kasim Reed was a conspicuous champion for
the new stadium’s development and the city’s broader growth agenda. The sacrifice
of the churches and their ties to the city and residents and the looming potential
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for replacement sitting outside of city limits3 is seemingly the antithesis of the
city’s aspirations of promoting strong neighborhoods. Similar to the churches,
Morris Brown College, the local HBCU that has struggled financially and with
accreditation for years, proactively sold thirty acres of its property for $14 million.
This came following the objections of nearby Clark Atlanta University (CAU),
arguing that Morris Brown did not have the right to sell the property (Saporta
2014), along with CAU’s successful legal claims that allowed contested properties
to be reverted back to CAU’s ownership. A local environmental justice attorney
questioned the overall schemes behind the development plans and challenged
that a city that is willing to disrupt historic institutions for economic development
purposes would potentially expose other Black institutions to similar ordeals
(Rumley 2014). Indeed, the forces of gentrification, in Atlanta, and elsewhere,
necessitate indifference to the historic and cultural relevance of Black institutions
under the guise of economic expansion and development.
Had the disruption of community life stopped with the sale of private property,
though public engagement opportunities would have been undermined, the
capacity of the public’s involvement may have been limited, notwithstanding
the very public purposes of those institutions being sold. The ancillary processes
also involved a controversial road closing and realigning of Martin Luther King
Jr. Drive, a major artery giving local residents entrée into the city. This became
contentious for numerous reasons, not the least of which was the fact that just
a week before the closing, the city firmly stated that a closing was not imminent
(Rumley 2014). Notwithstanding dubious information regarding the project,
an even more embedded structural inequality concern relates to who has rights
and access to the city and decision-making power and who is susceptible to
disenfranchisement. Agyeman and Evans (2003) have noted the necessity for deep
and critical attention to the overlap between sustainability and justice policies in
cities in order for communities to be livable for all residents. The street closing has
been perceived by activist and community members as a conscious effort to limit
their access within a larger gentrification process. The closing represents not only
the imposing of development values on communities but the lack of capacity that
said communities have in their own self-determination.
Perhaps the most significant consideration regarding public planning concerns
is the lack of public engagement and involvement throughout the development and
maturation of the process, as the timetable including announcement, public input,
and negotiations occurred in a time span of less than a year. Once again, if one holds
that the community development plans and processes are to have meaning beyond
being functions of bureaucracy, and in order for jargon on community participation
in development to have any credibility, these processes require substantial publicly
facing deliberation by governing and planning authorities, along with public
oversight that has residents meaningfully involved in project development and
outcomes. In contrast to the expedited timeline of the stadium project, the Atlanta
BeltLine, a twenty-two-mile loop whose goal is to connect nearly four dozen in-town
neighborhoods using trails, parks, and potentially mass transit, has involved a public
process that has played out over years. Development for large scale projects should
reflect this process if they are functions of democratic governance, especially given
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the desire of the growth machine for multi-billion dollar development projects, and
particularly if public funds and transactions are significant drivers for the process. If
a $1.2 billion project does not warrant extensive public review, and for all practical
purposes excludes communities from the development process, questions abound
regarding what magnitude of a project would warrant substantive engagement
between city officials and the public. Furthermore, what confidence can evaluators
have that non-high-profile, city-backed projects will give consideration to equity
and justice concerns, as they may not capture significant media nor broad public
attention? This is fundamental to the development paradox, which is unlikely to
ameliorate the health, economic, and environmental gaps that a just sustainabilities
entrenched urban planning would call for.
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The most prominent feature of the stadium development’s environmental impacts
is its embodiment of fast consumption. MBS replaced a facility that was twentyfive years old at the time of demolition. The grounds for this, as with many
sporting facilities across the nation, have been staked on the argument that the
current configurations of older facilities do not allow for maximal capitalization
(e.g., through the sale of luxury services to corporate partners, like skyboxes, along
with other revenue drivers that have come into vogue over the last fifteen years).
This has played out across cities nationally as team ownership uses the threat of
relocation (both within and beyond metropolitan boundaries)—and recently
executed by the formerly crosstown Atlanta Braves who fled the city and moved
to the northwestern suburbs—if ransoms in the form of public financing or other
capitulations are not paid. In spite of seemingly interminable stadium battles
between proponents of publicly backed stadiums—which are often predicated on
arguments concerning (temporary) job creation, ancillary spending in the local
community, and tourism benefits—public financing for sports venues does not
pay off for governments (from local to state scales). Most recreational spending
is derived from local residents, and many of the high-salaried professionals
associated with the venues (players, coaches, and executives) often reside far
outside of the sports facilities districts (Legislative Reference Bureau 2013). In the
case of Atlanta, and other publicly backed facilities across the nation, while the
public pays, the corporations—in the form of sports teams—literally play.

Environmental Ornamentation
The MBS project claimed strong sustainability credentials from the design stage. This
included the pursuit of LEED Certification, the use of recycled content for building
materials, composting food waste, and related activity to make the facility meet
zero-waste standards, the installation of solar panels, and the promotion of three
nearby public transit stations (New Atlanta Stadium 2015).4 This embodies what we
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refer to as environmental ornamentation, or the conscientious festooning of largescale projects with green accoutrements (e.g., solar panels) in the absence of some
overall sustainability strategy, and operates with underlying factors that run counter
to a sustainable consumption paradigm. Zehner’s (2012) proposition of the green
illusion, that is the fetishization of renewable energy in the absence of anchoring to
solutions for systemic environmental crises, is exemplified by the Atlanta example.
In the case of the MBS, the irony is that it is being touted as a green project while
the underlying conundrum of replacing a facility without a comprehensive life
cycle analysis, particularly within the context of replacing a structurally sound and
relatively young facility, remains. Life cycle assessments (Fortier et al. 2019) as part
of evaluation are critical for any meaningful analyses of projects such as MBS.
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Regarding equity implications and the potential for the manifestation of a just
sustainability, the conspicuous absence of equity/justice-based language in
prominent planning material is suggestive of the city’s weakness on related
issues. The lack of attention to such concerns has been highlighted in the just
sustainabilities scholarship (Agyeman 2013). The deficit in language that addresses
environmental racism and racial equality in Atlanta’s sustainability policy (the city’s
2014 Power to Change sustainability plan contained one environmental justice
mention, in contrast to economic concerns being mentioned several dozen times)
evidences this (Teron 2015). By not acknowledging the structural conditions that
undermine urban life, which informs public planning, it should not be surprising
that the stadium-related planning has also been deficient in this area. The
intra-generational implications of the MBS project and negotiated tradeoffs are
significant. In order to ameliorate local resistance, $45 million earmarked for local
community benefits pooled from a combination of state and local government,
along with the Atlanta Falcons, have been designated to community improvement
for nearby neighborhoods (Burns 2013). This is a significant investment for a
community with catastrophic unemployment, half its families living below the
federal poverty level, and with nearly 40 percent of homes unoccupied.
Historically (and into the contemporary) the surrounding community has
been the site of concentrated Black poverty. Dr. Martin Luther King, in an effort
to shame the city establishment into alleviating those conditions, said in regard
to then-Mayor Allen, “I do not believe he knows such conditions exist in Atlanta”
(JET 1966). The community benefits agreement rings eerily similar to promises
made in the early 1990s, when progressive mayor Maynard Jackson pushed
redevelopment to the same neighborhoods during the conception phase of the
Georgia Dome. While an $8 million Georgia Dome Trust Fund was established for
the purposes of developing single-family units and to encourage home ownership,
along with improving the rental stock in the area, the area remained one of the
most economically distressed communities within the city. Again, in 2004, the
Vine City Civic Association, in collaboration with the city of Atlanta, developed a
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redevelopment plan for the neighborhood that involved future land use, a robust
transportation plan, an overall action plan that included funding mechanisms, and a
twenty-year strategic plan. NPU-L, the cluster of neighborhoods largely dominated
by English Ave and Vine City (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2), would go on to lose over

Figure 1.1 Neighborhood Planning Unit L and Mercedes Benz Stadium.
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Figure 1.2 Neighborhood Planning Units in Atlanta and the city’s Black population.
Mercedes Benz Stadium and the Georgia World Congress Center are a de facto boundary
as the Black population rises to the south and west of the site. Data source: Atlanta
Regional Commission 2010.
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1,000 residents between the 2000 and 2010 Censuses. And notwithstanding the
$8 million Georgia Dome Trust Fund, which was set up in 1989 (Garey n.d.), the
area gained little economic momentum over the years since the fund’s creation.
This decades-long history, composed of neglect, mismanagement, negligence, and
misfortune, illuminates how targeted economic development strategies alone are
not enough to counterbalance decades of racism, marginalization, and economic
isolation. A just sustainabilities policy, which mandates intricate concerns and
attention on policy inputs, as well as substantive action related to procedural
justice, is necessary. This framework is predicated on activity that is measured, not
by intentions but both by ensuring institutions have capacity to address inequality
and considering achieved outcomes of policy actions.
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The push for the development of Mercedes-Benz Stadium as a replacement to
a facility that existed for only a quarter of a century, and the expendability of
pillar African American churches with histories going back over a century, is
emblematic of a larger trend endemic to major American sports. A further irony
here is that this is done on the figurative backs of a largely African American
player workforce.5 With multiple NFL facilities either on track to open (see
Table 1.1) or in the conceptualization phase, and a recent pattern of truncated
lifespans, the environmental considerations are profound. While attempts
to offset the hyper-replacement model may be obscured by sustainability
credentialing, we view these projects as manifestations of environmental
ornamentation—featuring strategies that are noncomprehensive and cynical
attempts to ride both the greenwave and illusions of sustainability (Checker
2011; Zehner 2012), without addressing underlying issues of extraction,
consumption, and material life spans. The absence of environmental justice
protections and policies lends to the traumas that neighborhoods such as Vine
City are exposed to. More concrete will lead to more water runoff issues, for
one; Southwest Atlanta already deals with this environmental injustice related
to combined sewer overflows (Jelks 2008). The lack of equity language guiding
the urban sustainability work, along with the anti-democratic timetables,
disables equitable and just process in city planning. It is critical to view this
within Agyeman’s (2013) guidance on the implications on urban space and the
nexus with community security—as well as the potential for resistance and
possibilities. Ultimately, the truncated life span of functioning stadiums, driven
by the desire for operators to grow revenue streams, is a systemic assault on just
sustainabilities.
Concerns that residents have regarding procedural shortcomings and their
lack of faith in planning processes further perpetuate planning’s paradox
and present a challenge toward just sustainabilities in urban planning. More
fundamentally, faith in institutions by residents may be irreparably ruptured
when centuries-old institutions are readily replaced for entertainment
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establishments with life spans of, perhaps, only a few decades. If institutions
that anchor communities are not beyond the reach of urban development and
economic expansion, then questions abound regarding what the private sector
will offer of commensurate value to fill the vacuum. The filling of voids left
from discarded social institutions in inner-city urban areas, particularly those
with understandings of local conditions, is often neglected by development
proponents, although certainly issues cannot be healed solely by economic
development-focused drivers. This embodies the paradox of urban planning and
development, in which the expansion of capital makes nonprofitable institutions
expendable. If the purchase, leveling, and displacement of parishioners to new
locales, while upending generational and communal ties, do not constitute as
antithetical to community continuity—which along with parallel collaboration
and social connectedness had been advanced by the local sustainability regime—
perhaps no project would meet that standard. These conditions mandate the
need for urban policy and practice that are guided by just sustainabilities at the
core of planning.
It is also critical to consider the potential for stadium development and other
municipally backed activity to propel environmental ornamentation, that is,
activity that is not supported by meaningful steps toward healing the environmental
commons and does not propel involved actors toward a just sustainability.
While sustainability initiatives associated with MBS such as solar panels and the
repurposing of waste materials may offer environmental benefits, the project
simultaneously amplifies existing environmental inequalities. These conditions
will work to deepen the vulnerability of an economically and environmentally
marginalized community.
Complicating resistance to the accelerated construction pace of sporting venues
is the economic development features that these projects often champion. Certainly
they bring temporary construction jobs and seasonal employment, although the
verdict is mixed on any deeper economic gains that are brought to communities,
especially when said communities are already economically marginalized.
This makes the trade-offs (including increased traffic and noise, pollution, and
potentially gentrification) all the more suspect and threatening. It is vital that cities
address the contradictions that exist between the interests of economic development
forces and those of environmental justice communities. Urban planning that is
predicated on just sustainabilities and its attention to quality-of-life concerns,
intragenerational justice demands, and procedural justice considerations, while
functioning within environmental system boundaries, is part of ameliorating this
paradox. Cities must resist the temptation to reflexively champion any economic
development and undercut rival municipalities, and work substantively toward
models built on the integration of community and regional development based
on cooperation and authentic goals for achieving sustainability. Lacking such
commitments, the accelerated consumption of stadiums (and other such projects)
and the dispersal of hundreds of millions of dollars in public funding giveaways
for projects that make only limited contributions to economic development, let
alone sustainability, will further inequality in marginalized communities.
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Table 1.1 NFL stadiums, locations, and age. Of the fourteen stadiums completed in the
twenty-first century prior to the 2020 football season, the average age of the facility replaced
was approximately thirty-five years. If recent trends persist, there will be massive stadium
developments in many cities in the coming years, accompanied by battles over public
finance and displacement.
Field/coliseum/
stadium

Location

Year opened

Allegiant

Las Vegas, NV

2020

Arrowhead

Kansas City, MO

1972

AT&T

Arlington, TX

2009

Bank of America

Charlotte, NC

1996

Century Link

Seattle, WA

2002

Edward Jones Dome

St. Louis, MO

1995

Everbank

Jacksonville, FL

1985

Fawcett

Canton, OH

1924

FedEx

Hyattsville, MD

1997

First Energy

Cleveland, OH

1999

Ford

Detroit, MI

2002

26

Gillette

Foxboro, MA

2002

31
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Heinz

Age of facility
replaced (for
stadiums built
after 2000)

Pittsburgh, PA

2001

Lambeau

Green Bay, WI

1957

Levi

Santa Clara, CA

2015

54

Philadelphia, PA

2003

32

Indianapolis, IN

2008

23

Baltimore, MD

1998

Mercedes-Benz

Atlanta, GA

2017

25

Met Life

East Rutherford, NJ

2010

33

Nissan

Nashville, TN

1999

NRG

Houston, TX

2002

Paul Brown

Cincinnati, OH

2000

Ralph Wilson

Orchard Park, NY

1973

Raymond Jones

Tampa Bay, FL

1998

SoFi

Inglewood, CA

2020

Soldier

Chicago, IL

1924

Sports Authority

Denver, CO

2001

Sun Life

Miami Garden, FL

1987

Superdome

New Orleans, LA

1975

TCF Bank

Minneapolis, MN

2009

41

University of Phoenix

Glendale, AZ

2006

48

Lincoln
Lucas

Bl

M&T

30

29

52
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5

Non-asthma medical hospitalizations did not drop during that time frame.
Love et al. v. Fulton County Board of Tax Assessors, 2017.
During this time, the Atlanta Braves, which played just south of Downtown Atlanta
since 1997, fled to a suburb north of Atlanta after a failed negotiation on a stadium
deal.
Atlanta has previously coupled sporting events with environmental progress using
green marketing. The 2013 NCAA Final Four, for example, related each of Atlanta’s
Sustainability Impact Areas to the event; the education component featured a video
informing attendees of the city’s sustainability initiatives, while community health
and vitality programming initiatives were achieved via a clothing drive for charity
(Atlanta Local Organizing Committee 2013).
Notwithstanding the NFL’s Rooney Rule, which mandates interviewing opportunities
for candidates of Color for head coaching and managerial positions, Black Americans
have been largely locked out of coaching and senior-level positions across the league
notwithstanding their conspicuousness on the field (Bryant 2018).
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